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Home entertainment is poised for an all new level that is going to keep viewers satisfied beyond
expectations. The latest technological advances have been applied to get the best as far as
performance goes, For instance, the reception that one gets on the home television is beyond all
expectations and makes one wonder what technology is going to come up with next. With the
increase in the number of channels offering quality programs and events, the show seems to be
going on non-stop.

The deals that are being offered today are comprehensive and offer all three services like Digital
TV, High Speed Internet and home phone all compactly packed into a convenient bundle to ensure
that the customer is able to get as far as quality, service and satisfaction go. The combination
ensures that hassles one would face with having multiple service providers to contend with is
eliminated, The convenient easy â€“to-read bill is simply perfect as it does away with cumbersome
dates to be remembered

The Digital TV has become smart and intelligent. With hundreds of channels offering quality
programs with some of them in HD has taken experience levels to an all new high. The crystal clear
picture quality and matching sound effects create a theater-like effect right here in your drawing
rooms and makes television viewing a real pleasure. You can now enjoy watching your favorite hit
movies, much-liked fashion shows and the all-time favorite game shows from the comfort of your
homes. To add spice to the variety you now have the fantastic device called the DVR which ensures
that none of your favorite programs are ever missed by you. The Digital Video Recorder, which is an
add-on, enables you to record 2 programs while you are watching a live show. With features like live-
pause, rewind and fast-forward you can be sure that not a moment of the excitement is ever missed.
The intelligent system even allows you to record from a different location either through your
computer or your smart phone. The service comes to you with added attractions like Parental
Controls that effectively keep away the kids from adult programs and prevents them from viewing
any such shows even while you are not around the house to monitor them.

The high speed Internet service that is available is just perfect and you can even choose the speed
that suits your needs and budget best. Your casually browsing needs are taken care of and you get
to create up to 10 e-mail accounts that you can share with friends and family. You may even
customize these accounts according to personal preferences. The extensive free storage space that
is available enables you to share those personal photos and videos with close friends and family.
Downloading large music files is now very simple, easy and really fast. The same applies to latest
movies and games. You can now create your own personal library that can be accessed anytime
you please. An effective and comprehensive security system that comes with the package at no
extra cost ensures that any malicious spyware and online viruses that could harm your computers
are kept at bay. You can now make online transactions and transfer funds and make online
payments with supreme confidence. All your user IDs and passwords that are stored in your
personal web space are well protected. Effective parental controls helps keep your kids away from
accessing unwanted websites and no content from any such website can be downloaded even by
mistake.

The telephone service comes to you with amazing features that make life a lot easier for you. The
special features like caller ID, call waiting and call forwarding ensure that your privacy is maintained
and at the same time you will never ever have to miss an important call just because you were busy
on another. You can now set the phone so that all important calls get forwarded to any number of
your choice while you are not around the house. With several attractive calling plans to suit every
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need and budget the home phone is something that you quite canâ€™t do without.
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